
THE #HEALTHGOTH FITNESS BIBLE
before you run out and buy a new compression shirt or nike trainers
to start running or weight lifting remember the most important thing

> your body is 80% made in the kitchen
stop eating whatever you cannot make in your own kitchen, period.

i lost 20 lbs in 2 months by cutting out carbs and replacing them with 
green vegegreen vegetables.  it is by far the most efficient and healthy way to 
lose weight while at the same time making you more aware of what you
put in your own body.

another popular misconception is that by doing crunches you will lose 
belly fat

> you cannot spot burn fat
you lose fat evenly, you lose fat by eating right and by doing cardio
crunches do not burn belcrunches do not burn belly fat, they give you ab muscles that you cant
see under the layer of lard you’re carrying.

when you do finally go to the gym, don’t be “that guy” that only works 
out his vanity muscles i.e. chest and biceps and don't be “that girl” that
only does leg and butt exercises.

>exercise your entire body evenly
for men this means:

>don't skip leg >don't skip leg day
don't neglect any muscle in your body, working one part of your body 
more than any other leads to muscle imbalance that can cause injury.

for women this means:

>don't be afraid of lifting weights

gaining muscle is difficult and takes work, you will not look like the
yoked out dudes on the cover of bodybuilder magazine from lifting
5 lbs dumbbells once a week.5 lbs dumbbells once a week.

now that we’re done with that, we move onto weight training

>if you cannot lift it with proper form use a lighter weight
who are you trying to impress? healthgoth is not about lifting more 
weight than the person next to you, its about health, if you try to
lift more than you’re able to, you’re going to hurt yourself, and this
is not the kind of self harm goths are fond of.

>do the full exercise>do the full exercise
too often someone is doing bicep curls and letting the weight drop 
back down after the lift, which is skipping on half the exercise—
namely, the negative, and healthgoth is all about being negative.

>don't check yourself out in the mirror
healthgoths wait to get home to put on their leather harness to see
how good their lats look in it after a serious session.

>wor>workout til you feel like death
do not half ass it at the gym, you will not get results by “taking it
easy” if when you’re done exercising you feel like you can keep going
then keep going. nothing is more healthgoth than self harming by 
destroying your muscles so they can rebuild themselves.

>pre and post workout nutrition are important
Pre-workout is better than cocaine, because instead of talking about 
bullshit for an hour, bullshit for an hour, you get a sick pump, and everyone loves 
vascularity. post workout within 30 minutes its vital to consume
protein and carbohydrates to replenish what you used up killing
yourself at the gym. 
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